We have calculated the density of states and the. imaginary part of the dielectric constant as a function of energy for four po~ytypes of Ge using the EPM and the tight binding model developed by Weaire. The increasing complexity of tre crystal structures indicates that short range disorder is able to account well for' the optical properties and density of states of amorphous Ge .. Furthermore, we predict the form of the optical properties and density of states for Ge III and Ge IV.
crystal structures indicates that short range disorder is able to account well for' the optical properties and density of states of amorphous Ge .. Furthermore, we predict the form of the optical properties and density of states for Ge III and Ge IV. This novel form is not well understood; however speculation has proceeded primarily along the following two directions: (1) the huntp like structure is a result of an enhancement of the A peak in the diamond structure arising from the preservation of the tetrahedral arrangement in the amorphous state, 4 and (2) that. it is a direct consequence of long range disorder which results in a non conservation of crystal momentum . 5 and a red shift of the E 2 .
For the ·density of states,' one finds experimentally the retention of a gap
in the amorphous phase which has also been predicted theoretically by Weaire and Thorpe 6 , and McGill and Klima. 7 However, the conduction band density of staten for the amorphous solid has none of the structure found in the diamond case (see Fig. 1a ). Furthermore the form of the valence band density of states in the amorphous solid consists of a smoothed peak at the top of the valence . 8
band and a seemingly large broad peak at the bottom of the valence band.
This is in contrast to the three strong peaks found in the valence band of the r ..
• -3-crystalline phase.
In this paper we wish to consider the following question. How much disorder is necessary to achieve the distinctive features evident in the amorphous data? To explore the possible answers to this question we have calculated the band structure and density of states for Ge in the diamond structure (Gel), hexagonal Ge (Ge2H), Ge rrr 3 and Ge rv 3 using both the Empirical Pseudopotential Method (EPM) 9 and the tight.:.binding model used recently by Weaire. 6 Using the pseudopotential band structure we have also calculated the dielectric function and reflectivity as a function of photon energy for these structures.
Ge I, de 2H, Ge N, and Ge III with two, four, eight, and twelve atoms per primitive cell respectively, provide us with a set of structures which become more and more locally disordered. What we imply by local or short range disorder is that we have a crystal (long range order) and yet the atoms in the primitive cell of our crystal are in a "disordered" tetrahedral arrangement.
The results of our calculation will show that local disorder is able to account well for the optical properties and density of states for amorphous
Ge. rn·particular we show that the peak of the E 2 function is not associated with A transitions but rather with 1-: and b. transitions as in the diamond case and that non-conservation of crystal momentum is not a requisite for the posit ion and qualitative form of the E 2 function. However, before we discuss our results in detail we first give a brief description of the crystal structures that we have studied. Ge III has a simple tetragonal lattice and the structure is specified by The bond angles, however, are quite dissimilar. They range from about 20% less to 25% greater than the ideal tetrahedral angle (109° 28'). In this structure the Ge atoms are positioned in two different types of environment.
In the primitive cell there are four atoms of type (1) and eight atoms of type (2),. The atoms of type (2) It is evident that Ge III has many of the properties that one would intuitively attribute to an ideal amorphous structure. That is: (i) no dangling bonds, (ii) variations in bond lengths and angle, (iii) atoms in different environments and (iv) the occurrence of five and seven fold rings. On the other hand, Ge N is more closely associated with Ge 2H and Ge I.
The bulk densities of Ge III and Ge N differ by less than 1%. However, they are b~th about 10% greater than those of Ge I and certain types of amorphous Ge. 1 Therefore, a comparison of the differences betw.een optical properties of Ge III and Ge N can be attributed primarily to structural and symmetry differences. Hence comparisons of the polytypes provide a method of I filtering out the effects of greater density.
In Figs. 1a, b , and c, we show a plot of the density of states for Ge I, Ge N, and Ge III respectively. Superimposed on the Ge I density of states is a sketch of the amorphous density of states obtained byDonovan and Spicer. 1
Tre· sharp peaks are primarily due to Bragg gaps 13 and would be smoothed out in a structure with no periodicity. Keeping this in mind we can make some interesting comparisons between these structures and we can examine the trends in going from Ge I to Ge N 14 to Ge III to amorphous.
-6-First we notice a feature common to both Ge III and Ge IV is a smoothing out of the peaks in the conduction band found for Ge I. Next, in
Ge IV we notice that the two peaks at the bottom of the valence band seem to gain more structure ·relative to Ge I. However, these peaks still maintain most of their individual character. ForGe III, however, there is a thorough mixing of the two peaks. · This is similar to the suggestion by 'l'rorpe et al. Although we do not expect such a large effect 'in the EPM case, we still expect the influence of the odd numbered rings to be important. Finally, there seems to be a relatively good matching of gross structure of the valence band of Ge III calculated using the Weaire model (Fig. ld) and the EPM (Fig. lc) .
The large hump at the top of the valence band in Fig. lc represents a broad-· ening of the delta function.peak shown in Fig. 1d . In fact, the number of states per atom contained in this large hump from -3. 75 .eV to 0 eV is preci:sely equal to the number of states contained in the delta function peak (2 states/atom).
In Figs. 2a and 2b we show plots of the imaginary part of the dielectrjc function, E 2 , vs. ·energy for Ge Nand Ge III respectively. Superimposed on the Ge III curve is a sketch of the amorphous dielectric function obtained The marked differences in £ 2 for Geiii and Ge!V must be attributed to the fact that Geiii has such a large variety of bond orientations · which also provide for the presence of five and seven fold rings in such a dense structure.
Thus it seems that short range disorder is able to adequately reproduce most of the important features of £ 2 in the amorphous case.
It also provides a good description of the form of the density of states as one approaches the amorphous state.
-10-ter plot. Noise is represented by .small ripples along the curves. ., 
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